
  

 

first ‘practical’ electro-magnetic telegraph, which he dem-

onstrated in 1832.  How practical it was is questionable.  He 

could only send 20 of the twenty six letters of the English 

alphabet. That was it.  No numbers, no punctuation. 

 

In the Wheatstone ‘Five Needle Telegraph System’ there 

were five meter like needles in a row, any two of which 

moved either left 

or right of center 

in response to any 

two of five keys 

being press at the 

transmitting end.  

At the receiving 

end, the operator 

observed the de-

fecting needles 

and followed lines 

on a matrix that 

the needles 

pointed to, and 

arrived at the let-

ter being sent.  

This system was 

actually installed 

and used at sev-

eral locations in England.  Each location was connected to 

the other by 6 wires.  Deflecting the needles left or right 

was accomplished by applying a positive or negative volt-

age on the proper lines. 

 

Wheatstone then developed a simpler system that only re-

quired two conductors between stations.   A single needle 

made a combination left or right movements for each char-

acter transmitted.  This required considerable concentration 

on the part of the operators watching that little needle move, 

and noting each of its often multiple movements in each 

direction for each character being sent.  It was a demonstra-

tion of this system that Samuel F.B. Morse attended while 

(Continued on page 3) 

Sept./Oct. 2014 

The Origins of the Morse Code 
By CRC member Don Andrus 

Auction Time & Rules Changes this year—See Inside for Details 

Volume 25, Issue  5 

 

The  September 14th  meeting is  at the  Bemis Library in Littleton 

Anyone who has tuned a multi band radio of any vintage 

has heard the sounds of Morse code being transmitted from 

somewhere around the world. Today it is often thought of 

as an archaic form of communications.  And yet is it still 

around and actually has a few practical and important uses 

in this modern, hi-tech era of high speed digital communi-

cations. 

 

Long distance signaling goes back long before the Roman 

era, with signal fires, sunlight flashing off of shiny objects, 

flags, drums, and so on.  Each of these methods used some 

kind of pre-arranged code. This offered both secrecy and 

the ability to send a simple message very quickly. 

 

The age of scientific enlightenment brought experiments in 

static electricity where it was 

found that a static charge 

could be applied at one end 

of a wire, travel down that 

wire, and be sensed at the far 

end.   It was the first long 

distance, near instantaneous 

form of all weather, day and 

night communications. 

 

In the late 1700’s Volta de-

veloped a simple battery that 

could supply a constant 

source of charged particles.  

From that point, the race was 

on to see what this new fan-

gled ‘electricity’ thing could 

be used for. 

 

Although many different peo-

ple and countries lay claim to 

having invented the first tele-

graphs, Professor Charles 

Wheatstone of Edinburgh is 

credited with developing the 
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Sorry some of you guys could 

not make it to our July meet-

ing...a good time was had by 

all.  

 

Of particular note was a new 

approach taken to our raffle. 

We had a plethora of radios, 

misc. old elec-

tronic equipment, 

and parts on the 

raffle tables. In 

order to match up 

these items to in-

dividuals who 

really wanted a 

particular item 

we accommo-

dated their desires as best we 

could...provided they had pur-

chased some tickets. After that 

approach was exhausted we 

went ahead and resumed the 

normal auction by calling out 

ticket numbers. We will take 

this approach again some time 

in the future. 

 

I will be out of town again 

( sorry! ) for the September 

meeting. Primary subject will 

be the upcoming auction and 

BBQ...as discussed elsewhere 

in this Flash. Don Andrus will 

also give a talk on the history 

of telegraphy at the meeting. 

An accompaniment to his fine 

article in this edition. 

I want to thank all of you who 

signed up to write articles for 

the Flash. Refer to the listing 

in this Flash. 

 

In future meetings we will dis-

cuss the possibility of having a 

new category...”Best of Previ-

ous Shows”...or 

something like 

that. 

 

I am planning on 

putting on an-

other Tesla Coil 

demonstration 

after the January 

2015 meeting 

here at my home about 12 

minutes from the library in 

Castle Rock. This is a repeat 

of some years ago. My shops 

and radio display room will 

also be open for visitation. 

Mark your calendars. 

 

See all of you at the 

auction on September 

28th...yes, I'll be “put'n” on 

the BBQ again. Don't forget to 

bring those side dishes ...and 

serving spoons as needed. 

 

Stay Tuned, 
 

David Boyle 

CRC CONTACTS 
 

President   David Boyle 

  303-681-3258 

  Djboylesr at msn.com 

Vice President  Position open 

  Can YOU fill it? 

   

Treasurer  Merrill Campbell 

  719-596-3482 

  Campbell321 at juno.com 

Archive and Books    

    

    

Egroup Manager Mark Dittmar 

  (303) 877-0158 

  Mbdittmar at comcast.net 

Flash! Publisher  Steve Touzalin 

  (303) 988-5394 

  Stevetou at comcast.net 

Flash Graphic Editor Rich Kuberski 

  ROKuberski at msn.com 

Flash! Distribution Richard Beckman 

  (303) 344-8565 

  Rebdalbeck at msn.com 

Webmaster   Bill Grimm 

Website   www.radioace.com   

 

NOTE:  at = @ in email addresses 
————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

Upcoming Events 

9/1 Labor Day 

9/2 VJ Day (1945) 

9/28 CRC  Auction 
 

————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 
 
 

Meeting Locations 

(Unless noted otherwise) 
Littleton                      Castle Rock 

January          March 

May          July 

September         November 

 
————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

CRC MEETINGS 
 

Meetings are held on the 2nd Sunday of 

every other month starting in January 

(except May is 3rd Sunday) at 1:00 pm. 

The meetings consist of business, “show 

& tell”, raffles, auctions, swap meets, 

technical discussions and other subjects of 

interest 

 
 

————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

CRC MEMBERSHIP 
 

Annual membership in the CRC runs from 

July to June. Dues entitle members to at-

tend meetings, "The Flash!" our newslet-

ter, discount book prices, participation in 

our spring show and Fall auction. Current 

annual dues are $20. New memberships 

will be prorated to the following June.  

COLORADO RADIO COLLECTORS ANTIQUE RADIO CLUB 
Founded October 1988 

The Flash!  © 2013, all rights reserved 

Message from the President 
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studying portrait and landscape painting (his profession) 

while in England. 

 

This is what led to Morse to consider how he might im-

prove on the Wheatstone system.  Knowing nothing about 

electricity he consulted Professor Joseph Henry, who was 

conducting experiments in electro-magnetism and publish-

ing his result in Scientific American.  Morse then hired Al-

fred Vail, son of a hardware 

manufacturer who was an in-

vestor in Morse’s telegraph 

idea.  Together they developed 

the Morse electro-magnetic 

telegraph and a code to be used 

with it that was somewhat 

based on Wheatstone’s left-

right code.  Instead of negative 

and positive currents, Morse & 

Vail used short and long cur-

rent lengths of the same polar-

ity.  We now refer to these as 

the dots and dashes of Morse 

code. 

 

However, the Code Morse & Vail created is not the code 

most people refer to today as Morse code.  The code you 

hear on the short wave bands is International Morse Code.  

It is a European derivative of Morse’s original American 

Morse Code.  It was first known as the Austro-Germanic 

code.  Morse first publicly demonstrated his electro-

magnetic telegraph, and the code he used with it, in 1844.  

The Morse electro-magnetic telegraph was an instant suc-

cess and in Europe they were quick to adopt it. 

 

However, the Europeans soon became aware of some inher-

ent problems in Morse’s code.  Specifically what are known 

as the ‘spaced’ characters (C, O, R, Y, & Z).  Each of these 

characters contains a short pause within the character.   De-

pending on the length of this short pause, and the length of 

space the individual transmitting operator used between 

each letter being transmitted, a single transmitted character 

might be misinterpreted as being two different letters by the 

receiving operator.  Looking at the American Morse Code 

on the chart, the letter ‘C’ appears as a short, short, short 

pause, and another short.  This could be mistaken as the let-

ter ‘I’ followed by the letter ‘E’ if the short pause within the 

character is mistaken as the longer pause used between indi-

vidual letters. 

 

This problem became more pronounced when the Europe-

ans began to use submarine cables in their telegraph net-

works.  Submarine cables were of the coaxial design, with 

an insulated center conductor surrounded by a wrap of iron 

wire designed to protect the inner conductor from damage, 

(Continued from page 1) and provide cable strength.  These cables had a high capaci-

tance and introduced a delay in the transmission of Morse.  

This delay, combined with the problem of the short pauses 

in the ‘spaced’ letters, made the American Morse code often 

difficult to resolve on submarine cable transmissions.  This 

resulted in the 1850 European modification of Morse’s 

Code.  The troublesome spaced letters were replaced with 

other combinations of shorts and longs.  At the same time 

the Europeans reworked the American Morse numbers and 

punctuation to more logical 

combinations.  This revised 

code was first called the Austro

-Germanic code.  It soon be-

came known as Continental 

Code because of its adoption 

throughout Europe. Today we 

know it as International Morse 

Code, the code Marconi used 

in his pioneering wireless 

transmissions, and is still in 

use today. 

 

Morse’s original American 

Morse Code continued to be 

used only in North America, for landline telegraphy, until 

its demise in the mid 1970’s.  Last to use the old American 

Morse Code were the Canadian railways. 

 

Today, International Morse Code is commonly used by 

amateur radio operators for long distance communications 

and by most private and commercial radio repeaters as a 

method of required transmitter identification.   Aviation use 

International Morse Code to identify air fields via a VOR 

radio signal, as do many harbors.  Morse is still in use, ful-

filling a need.  It provides a reliable method of backup com-

munications for many types of emergencies.  And the famil-

iar SOS is still recognized internationally. 

 

Thanks go to Samuel Morse & Alfred Vail.  Their electro-

magnetic telegraph and the code they created changed the 

world, and our lives  forever.   

Morse key 
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Flash Article Sign-Up List Club Meeting July 13, 2014 
Name    Description       When 

David Boyle   Technical Article or Restoration Article   Winter 2014/2015 

Dave Laude   Radio Restoration      Fall 2014 

Martin Garth  Burned Telegraph Key Restoration   4th Qtr. 2014 

Barney Wooters  The Cathode Ray Oscilloscope Tech. Article  End of 2014  

Rich Kuberski  Restore Crystal Phono. Cartridge   2014/2015 

Ron McCulley  Restoration AK-666 Radio “Automatic”  2014 

Bill Eccher   Hickok 539 B/C Tube Tester Calib. & Dig. Conv. Early 2015 

Tom Zaczek   Restoring a Grundig Portable    2014 

Yurly Yedidovich  Silvertone “Bug”      2014  

Don Andrus  Origins of The Morse Code... Article  9/2014 

Chris Cartwright  AK-40 Power Supply, “Depotting” and Repair 2014 

Bill Harris   Universal Battery Co. 32 Volt Farm Set  2014-2015 

Marty Phillips  “Why I Like Zenith Radios” True Confessions! 2014-2015 

Wayne Russert  Article on “4 Course Radio Repair”   Early 2015 

A longtime radio collector who lived in my part of town 

passed away in June.  I did not know the gentleman or I 

would have recruited him into the CRC, which I'm cer-

tain would have proven mutually beneficial.  I was not 

the first person the family contacted, nor was I the sec-

ond.  When I did get the call, I found that nothing of 

particular personal interest remained.  However there 

was still a significant amount of items worthy of saving 

from the landfill which likely could have resulted from 

their effort to get the house on the market as quickly as 

possible. 

 

I spent close to two days and got very dirty hauling 

truckloads of vintage parts, test equipment, parts donor 

radios as well as some almost-complete sets worthy of 

restoration up the narrow stairs from the basement.  I 

have stored them for months in order to distribute the 

fruits of my labor to the benefit of my fellow CRC 

members.  I plan to bring the first truckload to the Sep-

tember CRC meeting in Littleton. 

 

I will start with the least valuable stuff because I am 

pressed for space and will need more time and room to 

sift through the rest.  These are items I would value be-

tween free and $5.  An almost complete radio with knob 

set, tube set and cabinet I feel should be worth up to $5.  

During a restoration how much are we willing to pay on 

eBay, for example, to get that bezel, correct knob, origi-

nal replacement or even a reproduction component?  

Here's a chance to get a restoration project or almost 

complete donor radio for less than what a single knob 

would often cost anywhere else. 

 

All of this stuff has to go!  Nothing will be priced 

so you can set your own value (within reason) on each 

item.  All I ask is that you compensate me a little bit for 

all of the work involved rescuing, storing and moving 

this stuff at least twice.  There's too much to haul down 

to the raffle table so my intention is to arrive and unload 

in the Bemis parking lot at noon, one hour before our 

meeting. 

 

Please arrive early for best selection and bring lots of 

small bills (no ATM 20's please!) and maybe a box to 

gather up all of your wants.  If this goes well (as in I 

find new homes for everything and get a few bucks for 

my trouble), each successive load will be of better qual-

ity.   

 

It is rumored that those who bought up the bulk of this 

estate might make some of those fine items available at 

the CRC auction so be sure to attend both the annual 

auction/BBQ as well as the September meeting!       

Antique Radio Liquidation 
By CRC member Robert Baumann 
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Once again, through the efforts of club member Rich Kuberski, we 

are privileged to hold our annual action in a park-like setting. In 

addition, we will also be continuing our tradition of combining the 

auction with a pot luck barbecue. 

That is, the club will provide the burgers, hot dogs, condiments, 

chips and soft drinks while the members bring side dishes to share 

with all. 

So plan on not only on being part of the auction, by both buying 

and selling radio treasures, but also by bringing your family where 

they can enjoy the picnic and the surrounding park facilities. 

WHAT: 

An auction of radios, television, documentation, parts, test equip-

ment and associated items. The public is encouraged to 

participate in both buying and selling. 

WHEN: 

Sunday, September 28th at 12:00 noon 
Seller’s Registration  10:00am - 11:45pm 

Buyer’s Registration  10:00am until end 

Viewing  As items are delivered 

Auction  Starts at 12:00 noon SHARP 
Barbecue Lunch  Served 10:30am11:30am 

Bring a side dish to share with everyone; 

Slaw, Potato Salad, Fruit Salad, Desserts, 

Chips, Beans, Your favorite recipe, etc. 

WHERE: 

Tectonic Management Group Inc.  

Office grounds and picnic facilities (see map.) 

AUCTION RULES 

There is no cost to register as a buyer or seller. 

There is a seller's commission that will be equal to $1 or 10% 

(which ever is greater) of the "hammer" price on each lot sold to 

any buyer - including the sellers who may elect to “buy back” 
their lots.  Minimum value of each lot to be $5.00 

Sellers may optionally, at registration time only, set a secret 

minimum bid (reserve) on any lot. 

No commission will be incurred on any lot that is not sold. 

 All seller commissions will be deducted from and before the 

payment to the seller, and these commissions 

will become the property of the Colorado Radio Collector’s 

treasury. 

 Buyers can not take possession of any lot(s) until the total cost 

for all purchases are paid. Collection of buyers fees will com-

mence at the conclusion of the sale of the last lot entered into the 
auction. A buyer's receipt is required for pickup of purchased 

lots from the lot/item display area. 

 Buyer fees will be collected before sellers are paid. Identifica-

tion may be requested from those paying for their purchases by 

personal check. 

* Sellers will be paid only by C.R.C. check and may, for a $1.00 

surcharge, elect to be paid by mail. 

* This auction is limited to radio and electronics related items as 

described above. The CRC reserves the right to reject items 

deemed inappropriate. 

* Any item registered for sale by auction may not be sold outside 
of the auctioneer's control, and can not be removed from the sale 

once the auction commences. 

 THE CRC 2014 ANNUAL AUCTION 
S e p t e m b e r   2 8 t h—Sale starts at NOON 
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SELLERS 
Be Prepared for the 2014 CRC Auction September 28th 

Fill out this form and bring it along when you register!!! 

NOTE:  If you plan to have 10 or more items in the auction, you must 

pre-register them with Larry Weide NO LATER than September 24th.  

Send your registration information to LWEIDE@MSN.COM 
 

             Brand    Model                           Year          Reserve (optional) 

 1 

___________________________    __________________________      ____________    _______________ 

 2 

___________________________    __________________________      ____________    _______________ 

 3 

___________________________    __________________________      ____________    _______________ 

 4 

___________________________    __________________________      ____________    _______________ 

 5 

___________________________    __________________________      ____________    _______________ 

 6 

___________________________    __________________________      ____________    _______________ 

 7 

___________________________    __________________________      ____________    _______________ 

 8 

___________________________    __________________________      ____________    _______________ 

 9 

___________________________    __________________________      ____________    _______________ 

You need to pre register.  See notice at right 
10 

___________________________    __________________________      ____________    _______________ 

11 

___________________________    __________________________      ____________    _______________ 

12 

___________________________    __________________________      ____________    _______________ 

13 

___________________________    __________________________      ____________    _______________ 

14 

___________________________    __________________________      ____________    _______________ 

15 

___________________________    __________________________      ____________    _______________ 

16 

___________________________    __________________________      ____________    _______________ 

17 

___________________________    __________________________      ____________    _______________ 

18 

___________________________    __________________________      ____________    _______________ 

19 

___________________________    __________________________      ____________    _______________ 
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CRC member Joe Kiser passed away April 29th of this 

year.  The following is information provided by his wife 

Nora. 

 

Joe attended Cooper Union College in Manhattan, New 

York City.  He was an electronics engineer and inventor 

and very good at mathematics. 

 

He took over his father's microwave communications 

equipment business and sold parts for airplanes during 

the war. 

He was an avid collector of firearms and was instrumen-

tal in starting one of the early gun clubs here in Colo-

rado.  As we all know, Joe collected Zenith radios and 

wrote a book on Zenith Transoceanic restoration.  He 

also collected cars and was involved in the restoration of 

many of them. 

 

Joe was also a generous man and donated to various 

charities but did not want anyone to make a big deal of 

it.  His wife Nora said he was a very good husband and 

father. 

 

Nora, would like add the following request. 

 

She estimates that Joe has a radio collection of some-

where close to 100 radios.  After he passed away, she 

found instructions from Joe telling her to sell the radios 

at the CRC Auction and give the club 50% (less ex-

penses) of the proceeds collected.  (As the auction is 

only a few weeks away, we need to get volunteers iden-

tified who can assist with this right away.  She lives at 

6160 S. Olathe St. in Centennial.) 

 

She is requesting volunteers to assist with the value esti-

mating and cataloging process.  She might also need 

volunteers to haul the radios to the auction.  If she does 

not get enough help and has to hire someone, the ex-

penses will come out of the club's 50%. 

Joe Kiser  CRC Member - June 18, 1937 - April 29, 2014 

AUCTION NOTICE—See Changes 
Pre Registration Requirement 

This years auction may be our biggest ever.  There is a potential for a record number of 

lots being sold.  At the time of publication, the actual amount is not known. 
 

To ensure that each lot is given reasonable time under the hammer, the auction will start 

at noon instead of 1:00pm.  Be prepared!!!  We need EVERYONE that has items to sell; 

to arrive early, be organized, have your seller form properly filled out, pre registered if 

necessary and be ready to go.  Do not show up late with items to sell! 
 

We CANNOT put pressure on Larry to get all lots registered in a short period of time.  

If you have 10 or more items, you must furnish your information to Larry at least 5 

days in advance for pre-registration (also, anyone can pre register if you have your in-

formation ready.)  If anyone brings more than 10 un-pre-registered items on auction 

day only 10 will be registered at a time.  You will be sent to the back of the line as many 

times as needed to get the rest of their items registered - at no more than 10 at a time.  

Items not registered by 11:45 will not be sold at this auction. 
 

Pre Registration information can be sent on the attached form via email or snail mail 

or given to Larry at the next meeting, but it must be in early.  Entering information is a 

slow and tedious process.  Larry needs SUFFICIENT TIME to get this done. 

 

There will be a test at the meeting to see if you have read this information 
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Photos from the last meeting. 

Dave Boyle opening the meeting Ron McCully 

Old/New member 
Wayne Russert talks about AK 99 radio for 

sale 

Chris Cartwright discusses power supply 

problems on AK 40 

Martin Guth describes his remarkable new 

tube collection 

Part of Martin’s  new collection 

Raffle items More Raffle items 

Martin Guth’s Devil Dog 

Model T car alarm 
There’s a Bronco game, but still a good 

turnout for the meeting 
Merril Campbell waits for Dave to run out 

of wind so he can give treasure’s report 

Tom Azczek discusses his  

Wards Airline 1425 

   

Thanks to the Contribuitors 
Articles for the Flash.  Our well had run dry, but at the last meeting 

we had 14 volunteers for writing articles.  The first one is already on 

the front page of this issue.  Way to go guys! 
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The Open Trunk 
Member submitted advertisements 

WANTED: Buy/Sell/Trade: "Heavy 

Metal" communications gear, telegraph 

related items, vintage calculators & micro-

phones.  

Robert Baumann,                303-988-2089 

HQ180A@aol.com.                        (07/09) 

————————————-——––—– 

REPAIR SERVICE: 

Radio repairs for club members. Reason-

able rates. Good references. 

Call David Boyle 

303-681-3258                                     11/09 

—————————–————--—–—– 

For Sale: by Dave Boyle 
Most of the following instruments have 

been completely refurbished, repaired as 

needed, and calibrated 

Most have manuals and test leads. 

Prices are negotiable so please make an 

offer. 

1) Eico Capacitor Tester, Model 950 , also 

tests for leakage and resistance.       $63.00 

2) HP 608 F VHF Signal Generator, with 

scope cart, also spare special tubes, and    

manual.                      Free to a good home! 

3) Eico 5inch oscilloscope, Model 425 

Completely gone-thru, new hi-voltage 

caps, all out of spec parts replaced, 

NEW CRT!, etc.                             $68.00 

4) Eico “Professional” VTVM.6 inch wide 

meter.                                               $45.00 

5) RCA Institute RF Signal Generator All 

standard frequency ranges and 400 Hz au-

dio frequency too.                             $30.00 

6) Heathkit TV Alignment Generator, 

Model IG-52.                                    $25.00 

7) HP 651 B Test Oscillator, rack mount-

ing with manual. 10 Hz to 10 MHz. 

          Make offer! 

8) Ballantine Labs. Model 321 VTVM.true 

RMS and p-p measurements. Rack mount-

ing with manual.                       Make offer! 

 

David Boyle, 303-681-3258 
 

Philco Model 91 complete working radio 

chassis with two good speakers and a 

working tuning shadow meter!  One 8 inch 

and one 12 inch. Call for negotiable price. 

David Boyle, 303-681-3258             11/13 

—————————–—–—-————– 

—————————————–———-- 

I have collected radios of all types for 30 

years and now it is time to let them go to 

new homes. 

 

Please call me for an appointment to see if 

any of them would fit in your collection. 

 

I have tube radios including Tombstone, 

Cathedral, and Novelty etc. 

 

I also have a large collection of transistor 

radios both shirt pocket and Novelty type. 

 

Please call                            303-238-1384 

Thanks in advance, 

Ron Smith 

 

Wanted:  1920's Wooden Horn Speakers 

and a Crosley Musicone Speaker.  

Also 1920's battery sets, especially Neutro-

dyne sets, Pre 1930 AC Radios and a 

Crosley Widget Console Radio 

Michael O’Leary                   602-354-7011 

moleary9@cox.net. 

_______________________________ 

WANTED: To buy: 1948 Motorola 5A9B 

portable radio, Maroon color.  Good condi-

tion only. 

Dewey Reinhard                   719-596-5516 

deweyfly30@gmail.com 

WANTED: Broadcast or recording mics, 

especially from 20's to 1950's. 

 

Shirt pocket transistor radios, working or 

not. 

 

NBC chimes, all eras. 

 

Tom Keeton                        303-797-8073  

SUBMISSION OF ARTICLES &AND ADVERTISEMENTS 
 

Classified Ads for The Open Trunk and articles of any radio/electronic or historical 

related subject to be published in the Flash are encouraged and welcomed. The arti-

cle(s) should be submitted in Microsoft Word, RTF, or as text cut/paste into your 

email.  Submit to Steve Touzalin by email at:  stevetou@comcast.net or by postal 

mail to 417 So. Queen Circle, Lakewood  CO  80226.                                                                             

——————————————————————–———————————– 

Formatting isn’t necessary, but if you do, set the font to Times New Roman, size 10, 

left justified.  If you have graphics (.jpg files) to be inserted, please name them and be 

specific about how you would like them placed.  We will do our best based on space 

limitations. 

Auction?  What Auction? 

When did you say it was?   

 

September 28th 

Don’t Forget!!!! 

Starts at  

12:00 NOON 

mailto:moleary9@cox.net
mailto:deweyfly30@gmail.com
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The  September 14th 1:00 meeting will be at the Bemis Library in Littleton 

Colorado Radio Collectors 

Antique Radio Club 

417 S. Queen Cir. 

Lakewood CO 80226 

FIRST CLASS MAIL 

 

Directions to 

Miller Library in 

Castle Rock 
 

From I-25:  Take the Plum Creek Park-

way, exit #181. 
 

Turn East onto Plum Creek Parkway. 

Turn Left (North) onto S. Wilcox Street 

and continue north 2 tenths of a mile. 
 

The Philip S. Miller Library is on the east 

side of the street at 100 S. Wilcox St. 
 

The building is towards the back of the 

parking lot, past the Dairy Queen. 

Directions to  

Bemis Library in 

Littleton 

Topic for the September Meeting 
Code & telegraph equipment—Bring your stuff! 

CRC Auction  September 28th 
Auction sale starts at NOON, this is a new time.  See pages 5, 6 & 7 for details. 


